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engage Scotland – Go & See funding report

National Theatre of Scotland 
Go and See trip July 2013, Canberra and Adelaide

Background

I first became aware of captioning in Australia when our production of Beautiful Burnout 
toured there in 2011. Our company stage manager reported back how amazing it was that live 
captions for our performance in Perth were provided by a captioner in Sydney.

In 2013, the National Theatre of Scotland were awarded a Research and Development grant 
from Nesta to help the company explore the question of making every performance, of every 
production accessible by providing live, real time captioning and audio description using 
smartphone and tablet technology.

Before submitting our application to be part of the Nesta R&D project we undertook some 
research to find out if what we were aiming to create already existed, or if there similar 
products in the  market. One of the first Google searches, based on my prior knowledge of 
work in Australia was ‘access provision, theatre, Australia’, which is when I discovered The 
Captioning Studio and the Go Theatrical products.

The aim of the trip

Having secured funding from the Go and See fund I made contact with the Captioning 
studio and very quickly heard from the founder, Nari Jennings. With Nari’s help I began to 
schedule the trip and it a plan was formed to see both stands of their work in action. I would 
attend a live captioned performance in Canberra Theatre with the opportunity to use the 
existing ‘captioning app’ and meet hard of hearing organisations audience members and 
organisations who use the product. From  there I would go to Adelaide, where the Captioning 
Studio are based and attend the launch of the world’s first audio description app for theatre.

Findings

• All captioning across the country uses plasmas rather than LED units. Not all theatres have 
them and a key issue appears to be the venues willingness to ‘buy in’ the service. There 
are no funding requirements for venues or companies to provide captioning as standard; 
therefore theatres like Canberra are thought to be very advanced.

• The Captioning Studio are a commercial company, theatre captioning is only one 
part of  their portfolio which includes tv and conference work across the country with 
globalambitions. Their relationship with venues and companies is commercial. There 
appears to be no other service providers in the theatrical market.

• The set up of the captioned performances whereby the service can be provided by 
someone, anywhere and not necessarily in the room, is groundbreaking. I sat with 
Nari following the captioned performance as she began captioning a performance in 
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Sydney. She was connected only by audio, using a telephone connection. The Captioning 
Studio have a team of free lance captioners based all over the world, trained by them, 
who are able to undertake captioning jobs wherever needed without incurring travel or 
accommodation costs. The technical set up for this model seems strikingly simple and is 
something that Scotland should absolutely investigate adapting.

• The plasma screens look fantastic and are a much more enjoyable audience 
experience than our LED screens.

• I also used the Go Theatrical captioning app to view the captions. This was delivered on 
an Ipod Touch provided by the venue FOH (see photo). The theatre have a desk as part 
of their box office I bar I cloakroom which is dedicated to access – where you’d get an 
induction loop or audio description headsets. There was a very helpful member of staff 
and large, clear notices up about all the access services available. I noticed that Touch 
tours are known as Tactile Tours and that Sign language interpreted performances weren’t  
listed.

• The app is essentially another method of viewing the live captions. It’s simple coloured 
texton a black background and is easy to use and worked well. You can choose to 
download the app on to their own phone or tablet. The venue will allocate seats with best 
viewing of the screens in mind if required, but don’t sit those people using phones or 
devices in a particular area.

• I spoke to two hard of hearing audience members following the show - one who only 
uses the screens, the other who uses the app on his phone. They felt it is good to have a 
choice based on individual preference.

• There is no formal ‘theatre club’ setup with audiences having direct communication 
with the venue. On meeting the venue’s Artistic Director and Marketing Manager, the 
relationship with the audience is varied with a good partnership with the local hard of 
hearing network, who promote captioned performance using existing venue marketing 
material.

• Audio description in Australia is provided using FM radio via headsets, which on just 
meeting a handful of people connected to the sector, was very obviously technically flawed 
and unreliable. Although not delivered in the same way as the UK system there appears 
to be commonality with audience experience, perceptions and the realities of quality and 
frustration on the part of the providers and venues.

• The launch of the Captioning Studio’s Go Theatrical AD app took place in the Museum of 
South Australia and was very well attended by VIPS (both the political and artistic variety 
and visually impaired and blind people). The Parliamentary Secretary for Disability attended 
as did the area MP.

• AD is co-ordinated by an Organisation called Access2Arts. which Iwas aware of and follow 
on Twitter. I met with both their Chief Exec and several describers who were keen to talk 
about their model. Their training was facilitated by Vocal Eyes from the UK, who they see 
as world leaders and they are beginning to move away from the old set up of the service 
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being full of volunteers towards a professionalised industry. The event was audio described 
and the introduction - which we all heard - was provided by a visual artist, which was 
beautiful. (The live captioning of the event was provided by someone in Sydney). The 
Captioning Studio have a very strong relationship with Access2Arts and are essentially 
their technical partner, providing another method for audience members to access 
description using their own phone or a device provided by thevenues.

• The app worked well. It is separate from the Captioning App and is simple to 
use. It’s still being tested before it goes on to the Appstore in Autumn. With it 
launched, the Captioning Studio are now capitalising on the profile and publicity 
to roll out the service across the industry. There appears to be no cost barriers to 
venues other than an initial outlay for devices. The plan appears to be to work in 
partnership to convince venues to begin replacing the FM headsets with the new 
technology.

• I met with several venues and companies – Adelaide Theatre, Adelaide Festival, Frankston 
Arts Centre, Carclew Centre for Youth Arts. While it varied by scale, I didn’t get a sense 
that access or advancements in accessible technology was particularly high on anyone’s 
agenda. There is no incentive or imperative from funders and no audience development in 
place at a state or federal level other than the work ofAccess2Arts.

• I was introduced by email to Arts Tasmania who I knew had undertaken some audience 
research. They offered me this insight on the subject ‘we conducted a open captions 
initiative in 2012 and during Tasmania’s Ten Days in the Island Arts Festival in M arch 2013 
to test the receptiveness of captioning from audiences and fuel interestfrom venues and 
arts organisations on the benefits of offering captions. We received great feedback and 
overall some interesting results ... sadly though, it seems it will take more momentum 
to “convince” arts venues of the value. Despite our overall report concluding that open 
captions enhances the overall theatre experience for patrons regardless of their hearing 
ability, many venues are still basing their decisions on whether to offer captions based on 
the numbers of tickets they will sell to Deaf and hard of hearing patrons, rather than seeing 
the captions as a “value-add”.

Outcomes and actions

• The Captioning Studio model or ‘remote’ captioners is something that Scotland should 
consider. I’ll update the FST at our nextmeeting.

• I will request the audience report from Tasmania.

• Our product is completely different. The Go Theatrical apps are fantastic for venues and 
provide audiences with a different and improved method of obtaining the existing service 
as  it is provided (so it’s still only available when there is a captioned or audio described 
performance scheduled). The app set up means it is restricted in terms of content and has 
completely reassured me that our web platform is the right route to have taken and that 
our ambition to provide the services at EVERY show has not been done before and the 
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need to explore every method of doing that part of the project is vital to our product being 
unique.

Expenditure

Return Flights £1884.18
Glasgow - Melbourne,
Melbourne - Canberra
Canberra - Adelaide

Hotel in Canberra £414.20
4 nights

Hotel in Adelaide £328.52
3 nights

Per Diems £182.50
10 days

Total Spend £2809.40

NTS contribution £809.40


